We provide a survey on security features and threats to existing Instant Messaging (IM) networks and discuss how currently available systems fail to provide adequate security in light of existing threats. Our discussion and analysis provide a starting point from which to advance academic research in the area of secure IM systems, enabling security improvement in the longer term.
Business Messenger, 2 are not fully analyzed in this paper (mainly because complete documentation of security features in these products is not publicly available). As the default IM clients discussed here are mainly Windows based, Windows is generally implied to be the underlying operating system when another is not explicitly mentioned.
Outline. The sequel is organized as follows. §II lists related work regarding IM. §III summarizes the basic protocols used for the mainstream IM systems. Privacy and security features of current IM services and third-party solutions are briefly described in §IV, along with weaknesses related to third-party solutions. §V discusses the most significant security threats to instant messaging. §VI discusses future work and conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
Much work (albeit most unrelated to security) has been done on instant messaging and presence awareness systems in academia, mainly by Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) research groups. Several IM applications -e.g. Hubbub [9] (a sound-enhanced IM), KIM (Kinetic Typography-Based Instant Messaging) [10] , IMVis [11] (which uses pictures and video snapshots to visualize contacts), and Threaded Chat [12] -have been designed to augment functionalities and to analyze usage. The Unified Messaging System [13] emerged from the pervasive computing idea that combines email, IM, newsgroups, SMS, paging etc. into one system. Many researchers have explored the effects of instant messaging in the workplace. A study by Issacs et al. [14] found that 62% of IM conversations in the workplace were work related. Handel et al. [15] reported similar results (69% of recorded instant messages were work related). These results suggest positive contributions of IM in the workplace, although other researchers [16] , [17] have expressed concerns of IM being used as a tool for "gossiping" or "goofing off".
Related to IM security, a modified Diffie-Hellman protocol suitable to instant messaging has been designed by Kikuchi et al. [18] , primarily intended to secure message confidentiality against IM servers. It does not ensure authentication and also has problems similar to the IMSecure 3 solutions as discussed in §IV. Hindocha [19] discusses popular IM protocols, worms, threats and firewall issues in a 2003 white paper. A Web resource on security analysis of Cerulean Studios' Trillian application is also available [20] . Informal discussions of security problems related to public instant messaging in the enterprise environment are available (e.g. see Frase [21] re: some solutions using well-defined security policies and anti-virus tools).
IM protocol standardization efforts are ongoing in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) community in three main working groups: Instant Messaging and Presence Protocol (IMPP), 4 SIP for Instant Messaging and Presence Leveraging Extensions (SIMPLE), 5 and Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP, based on Jabber Instant Messaging and Presence). 6 Several Internet-Drafts and Request For Comments (RFC) have been produced by these groups. RFC 2779 [22, §5] lists the security considerations for IMPP. A good comparative study on IM protocols including SIMPLE and XMPP has recently been done by Debbabi et al. [23] . Also, a Jabber Inc. whitepaper [24] compares the SIMPLE and XMPP protocols.
XMPP [25] includes a method to protect an XML stream 7 from tampering and eavesdropping. XMPP uses the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol for stream encryption, along with a "STARTTLS" extension modeled after similar extensions for the IMAP, POP3, and ACAP protocols as described in RFC 2595 [26] . The Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL, RFC 2222 [27] ) is proposed as a method for adding pluggable authentication support in XMPP.
Security protocols and mechanisms for SIP (RFC 3261 [28] ) are quite standardized. However, no specific security protocols have been developed focusing on SIMPLE (RFC 3428 [29] ). Mechanisms for authentication, end-to-end protection, replay and denial of service attack prevention for SIMPLE heavily rely on TLS and S/MIME protocols. Details of these security mechanisms are described in RFC 3428 [29] , RFC 3261 [28] and RFC 3265 [30] .
Our work is a survey of existing literature and working products regarding IM. However, instead of HCI or feature related issues, we focus on security risks of IM.
III. BASICS OF IM PROTOCOLS AND FEATURES
To facilitate discussion, we first provide a few definitions, mainly related to instant messaging: online user A user successfully logged in to an IM server. presence Presence information reveals whether a user is logged in to an IM server or not. availability/user mode Availability information reveals a user's willingness (e.g. "busy", "do not disturb") to send/receive messages, or status (e.g. "away", "on the phone").
contact/buddy list
The list of user IDs whose presence and availability a user has currently subscribed to.
block list
The list of user IDs explicitly barred from getting the current user's presence and availability information; listed users cannot send any messages to the current user.
allow list
The list of user IDs allowed to send messages to the current user and which can track the user's presence and availability information. one-to-one chat When a user sends or receives messages from another user, generally through the IM server. group chat When more than two users are exchanging messages. Users form a virtual "group", generally which is short-lived. Users in a group chat are usually closely related. chat room A virtual room, generally consisting of many users who exchange instant messages on some closely related topics. IRC 8 A client-server chat system of large (often worldwide) networks. IRC is structured as networks of Internet servers, each accepting connections from client programs, one per user. Descriptions of most of the protocols for the major IM networks are available on the Internet. Software makers have released the protocols or the protocols have been reverse-engineered. The remainder of this section contains a brief architectural overview for popular IM networks. Details of protocols for AOL [31] , Yahoo! [32] and MSN [33] Instant Messengers are publicly available.
Common features supported in most IM clients include: contact lists; block lists; presence information; availability (available, away, busy etc.); sending and receiving instant messages to online/offline users (one-to-one, multi-user); email; sending and receiving files, URLs; audio and video chat; sharing external applications (e.g. Internet browser); launching online games; setting permission levels for different types of users (e.g. contact list, everyone); and message archiving.
Most communications in IM systems are client-server based, where each user shares a secret, user-chosen (often "weak") password with the IM server. A password hash is generally exchanged between a client and a server for authentication. Messages among users are also typically relayed through the server (mainly to avoid firewall issues). However, purely peerto-peer communications also occur in some situations (e.g. audio/video chat, file transfer). Communications occur mostly over TCP; however, UDP is sometimes used in peer-to-peer connections. Also, SSL is used in some corporate IM services (e.g. Reuters Messaging 9 ) and in the authentication phase of the currently available MSN protocol. While the IM server appears to be a single entity to a client, it may be a group of servers controlled by a single IM service provider, or a collection of servers from independent IM service providers. If user A wants to communicate instantly with user B, both must log into the same IM service. Messages from A to B will be delivered by the server depending on B's privacy settings. For direct communications between A and B, the server provides necessary information (e.g. network address) to each party. Figure 1 shows the standard IM communications model for single and multiple servers. IV. EXISTING SECURITY MECHANISMS In this section, we list the available security and privacy mechanisms in popular default IM clients, and summarize the security features of popular third-party IM solutions. Problems of third-party and corporate IM solutions in the public domain are also briefly discussed.
Security and Privacy Features in Default Clients.
The latest versions of all major IM clients include an option to employ anti-virus software which can be launched automatically after every IM file download. An authorization option can be turned on so that explicit consent (non-cryptographically protected) of user A is required before A can be added to another user B's contact list. The same option is there to select who (users from a contact list or everyone) can see user A's online status, and who can send messages and files to A. However, "add-contact request" and "response" messages are transferred without any cryptographic protection, making them easy to spoof. In ICQ, 10 a user can choose an option to select specific contacts who can see his/her online status even when the user is in invisible (logged in, but appearing offline to others) mode. ICQ and YIM clients are equipped with word filtering mechanisms which can be used to replace or remove unwanted words from incoming text messages.
An ICQ client may ask the user to enter the login password every time he/she wants to modify user-details, security and privacy permissions, and preferences settings. Users need to turn on this feature explicitly after installation. ICQ has an option to accept/decline URLs from everyone or only from those in a user's contact list.
IM clients are generally notified when a new version of client software is available with new features or new fixes, but users may choose not to upgrade, and most of the time, software vendors allow older versions for backward compatibility. However, since October 2003, MSN Messenger prevents login unless a user updates to the MSN protocol version preferred by Microsoft when there was a major change in its authentication mechanism. 11 Another useful feature that all the major IM vendors now provide is the protection against automated account creation [34] . This prevents software bots from signing up for an unlimited number of accounts that can be used for sending unwanted messages to legitimate IM users.
Third-party Solutions. Several IM products that claim to be "secure" are discussed below. There is a lack of documentation about what is protected and what is not in these products. Our discussion is mainly based on available Web resources, users' guides and help files.
Norton Anti Virus 2003 comes with an IM plug-in for automatic scanning of incoming files. Also in common anti-virus software, there is an option to check all executables before launching. However, anti-virus protections for IM currently check for malware only in the file transfers. They cannot provide message confidentiality or integrity, or protect against URL exploitations (see item 8 in §V).
Currently, AIM clients can use a personal digital certificate to enhance authentication, integrity and confidentiality of text messaging. 12 To enable this, both users buy Class 2 digital certificates from VeriSign. Although AIM's solution using personal digital certificates is a powerful mechanism, it is expensive for public domain IM users and puts the burden of certificate distribution, verification, expiry, renewal, revocation etc. on end users.
The ZoneAlarm 13 personal firewall from Zonelabs has a feature called ID Lock. It is limited to protect user-configurable sensitive information like bank and credit card numbers, home address, SIN (Social Insurance Number) etc. from being divulged in IM or email texts. Zonelabs' IM security solutions IMSecure and IMSecure Pro provide seamless encryption for popular IM clients (AOL Instant Messenger, MSN Messenger and Yahoo! Messenger). IMSecure and IMSecure Pro have similar security properties. IMSecure purportedly works in the following manner (excerpt from the Readme file of IMSecure installation):
IMsecure Pro relies on the OpenSSL library for cryptographic services. The text of each message in a secure session is encrypted with the DES 56-bit cipher in the CBC mode. IMsecure Pro automatically and transparently creates a self-signed X.509v3 digital certificate for each of the user's IM accounts upon the first login. At the beginning of the first IM conversation between two IMsecure Pro users after installing IMsecure Pro, the certificates are transparently exchanged between the users and stored on their computers. The public key from one of the certificates is used to encrypt the session key to be used for the duration of the session. Upon receiving the encrypted session key, the other user's IMsecure Pro decrypts it with that user's private key and completes the secure session initialization. IMsecure Pro never reuses session keys. Trillian 14 provides text message encryption for AIM accounts when both peers use Trillian's software to communicate. Murphy [20] provides an analysis of this approach. Security services (integrity and confidentiality, but not authentication) provided by IMSecure and Trillian's solutions are useful to some degree. In these systems, instant messages are confidential between two users -in the sense that decrypting messages intercepted during transmission is computationally infeasible. However, such systems provide no protection against malware implanted in users' systems, and communications from a client to a server are not encrypted. An attack scenario is depicted in Figure 2 . Another disadvantage of IMSecure is that it needs to be installed in each system that a user wants to use for secure messaging (and also by the intended recipients). Furthermore, solutions such as IMSecure that use locally stored information (e.g. private keys) restrict users' mobility. Yahoo! Business Messenger 15 and Reuters Messaging protect instant messages using 128-bit SSL encryption. These products mainly target corporate users. Using SSL-based solutions for public IM service has three major drawbacks: (1) limited threat model (see §I); (2) overhead for deployment at server-side (protocol is resource hungry and slow); and (3) messages may not be "private" when they go through a server, i.e. the server may view any encrypted message [18] . However, this last characteristic is desirable for message logging, albeit not when users value privacy to the extent that they prefer not to disclose their conversations to service providers.
iGo Incognito 16 asserts to be an IM facility built from the ground up on cryptographically strong security. During login, a message encrypted with the server's public key is sent from a client to the server that contains a user's identification parameters. Upon verification, a random 128-bit session key is established between a client and the server. To send a text message to a user, the sender generates a random one-time key. The sender encrypts the message with this key using AES [35] . The encrypted message is forwarded to the recipient along with the key encrypted under the recipient's public key. As the messages are relayed through the server, they are also encrypted using the shared key with the server, causing messages to be doubly encrypted. A client's private key is stored encrypted on the local hard drive under a user-chosen pass-phrase. Also, all user messages are digitally signed, corroborating who the sender is. We have not attempted to independently confirm or refute these security properties.
V. SECURITY THREATS TO IM
The evolution of IM systems suggests that security and privacy issues have received little consideration from the major IM vendors. This section lists the most significant threats to IM systems. This list is constructed from known attack forms, and system design and implementation flaws that may allow future attacks. Detailed descriptions of IM exploits to date can be found in many Web resources (e.g. [19] , Instant Messaging Planet, 17 Symantec Security Response 18 ). One objective of compiling this list is to acquire insight to aid in designing a robust security protocol suite for IM systems.
1. Insecure Connections. Perhaps the greatest threat to current popular instant messaging networks lies in their open, insecure connections. Most services use a client-server model for communication among users with a few exceptions like file transfer, voice and video services where a peer-to-peer connection is used. Connections are susceptible to being taken over during client-to-server, server-to-client, client-to-client and intra-server (in the same messaging network) communications. Once authenticated during the login time, all these connections deploy little (sequence number or transaction identifier, which can be easily spoofed) or no security measures at all. Hence almost all popular IM connections lack authentication (except in the login message), confidentiality and integrity. This opens the door to many other security vulnerabilities including impersonation, denial of service, man-in-the-middle attacks, replay, etc. Even if a user chooses not to receive any IM outside his/her contact list, it is possible to assault the user with unwanted messages. All the attacker needs to accomplish this is to capture an open connection with one of that user's contacts.
Denial of Service (DoS)
. DoS attacks can be launched in many different ways. Some may simply crash the messaging client repeatedly. Attackers may use the client to process CPU and/or memory intensive work that will lead to an unresponsive or crashed system.
Flooding with unwanted messages is particularly easy when users choose to receive messages from everyone. In this case, attackers may also send spam messages such as advertisements. However, all the common IM clients support user blocking. A 15 http://messenger.yahoo.com/messenger/business/products/msg/faq.php 16 http://www.igo-incognito.com/ 17 http://www.instantmessagingplanet.com/security/ 18 http://securityresponse.symantec.com/avcenter/ victim can block the attacker's account ID easily; however, attackers may get through this barrier by using many compromised accounts simultaneously.
Attackers may also change the password of compromised accounts using automated scripts. This will cause the victims to lose access to their accounts whose account names they have distributed to many contacts.
3. Impersonation. Attackers may impersonate valid users in at least two different ways. If a user's password is captured, attackers can use automated scripts to impersonate the victim to users in his/her contact list. Alternatively, attackers can seize client-to-server connections (e.g. by spoofing sequence numbers). A connection may be taken over right after a user logs in, when a user initiates a connection with a peer or when a user gets disconnected unexpectedly (e.g. by DoS attacks). The server will keep the connection(s) open for some time until the keep-alive rate 19 is violated. Attackers can take advantage of this time out to capture the connection to the server.
As none of the popular instant messaging service protects their connections with encryption, it is quite easy to impersonate any connection via man-in-the-middle attacks [19] .
IM as a Worm Propagation Vector.
Here we use a broad definition of worms by Kienzle et al. [36] : "A worm is malicious code (standalone or file-infecting) that propagates over a network, with or without human assistance". Worms can easily propagate through instant messaging networks using the file transfer feature. Generally, users are unsuspecting when receiving a file from a known contact. Worms successfully use this behavior by impersonating the sender. This is becoming a serious problem, as common anti-virus tools do not generally monitor IM traffic. Also, IM file transfers carrying malware penetrate firewalls more easily than email attachments. This is due to the difficulty in distinguishing IM traffic at gateway levels and vendors' use of proprietary protocols [19] . Like email address books, IM worms can use a user's online contact list as a propagation vector; however, unlike "offline" and slow email propagation, IM contacts provide "instant" victims for fast spreading. According to Keizer [37] , a simulation by Symantec found that half a million systems could be infected in 30 to 40 seconds through an IM worm.
YIM has an option to open a file automatically after downloading. This can help spread malcode with less user intervention. In ICQ, users can choose to automatically accept all incoming file transfer requests.
With the latest IM clients, users can set up automatic virus scanning for incoming files. However, anti-virus tools generally scan only a small subset of all possible file types. For example, a media file (e.g. an MPEG file) may contain a specially crafted data sequence that may crash a user's media player or do something more harmful. In fact, for Real Media [38] and JPEG [39] files, these threats are already reality. As most anti-virus tools are not generally used to scan data files (e.g. media or image files), widespread use of software such as Windows Media Player may become a potential source of attacks that use malcode in data files.
Plaintext Registry and Message
Archiving. There are many security related settings in IM clients. Knowledgeable users can set privacy and security settings for their needs. IM clients save these settings in the Windows registry. Any technically inclined Windows user can read registry values and users with administrative power can modify those as well. Some security related IM settings saved in the registry are: encrypted password, user name, whether to scan incoming files for viruses and the anti-virus software path, whether permission is required to be added in someone's contact list, who may contact the user (only from contacts or everyone), whether to share files with others, shared directory path, and whether to ask for a password when changing security related settings. MSN Messenger even stores a user's contact list, block list and allow list in the registry 20 in a human-readable format. Attackers can use Trojan horses to modify or collect these settings with little effort. Modifying the registry may help the intruder bypass some security options like add contact authorization, file transfer permission etc. By collecting user names and password hashes, attackers can take control of user accounts. Also, the plaintext password can be extracted from the encrypted password stored in the registry using tools such as Elcomsoft's Advanced Instant Messengers Password Recovery. 21 IM clients allow message archiving. User conversations are saved in a plaintext format in a predictable system location. Revelation of these messages can be potentially very significant loss of message confidentiality for both corporate and home users.
6. Insecure Default Settings. As is common in many software products, default privacy and security settings in IM clients are often not appropriate. Most IM clients allow anyone from the same IM service to contact (send text message, files etc. to) a user by default. Allowing message reception from all opens the door to a new vector of nuisance -spim, the unsolicited commercial messages sent via an IM system. This option may be restrictive to allow the people only from a user's contact list, because IM users do not communicate with strangers often [40] . Also, the default file download location in a user's machine may be misused e.g. as in the ICQ scm file vulnerability. 22 19 i.e. messages that are being transferred in a certain interval to notify that a connection is active. 20 In ICQ, the default setting for contact list authorization is "All users may add me to their Contact List and see my Online / Offline status". Clearly this is not acceptable for many users. Permission for viewing the user's shared directory is set to "Only users from my Contact List" by default in ICQ. However this does not provide meaningful security when "add contact" authorization is not required.
7. Sharing IM Features with Other Applications. The MSN Messenger contact list and other features are available from multiple other software applications, such as the Microsoft Outlook Express email client and Hotmail Web email service (when launched from an Internet Explorer browser). Microsoft has also published IM APIs for application developers for custom integration. 23 Yahoo! also provides developers with programmable objects like Yahoo! Audio Conferencing and Yahoo! Webcam Upload/Viewer. AIM Express 24 is implemented as an applet for the Java platform that runs in Web browsers to support better user mobility. As IM capabilities are being integrated with many different applications, security risks are increasing for both the IM services and the host applications as a security bug in an IM service can affect other applications that implement the IM features and vice versa. This significantly increases attack opportunities for malcode writers.
8. Malicious Hyperlinks. Links to Web pages containing malicious content can be sent as normal instant messages. ICQ has an option to accept or reject messages with hyperlinks. In AIM, a user can create hyperlinks where the visible text can be completely unrelated to the underlying web link. This can easily dupe any user receiving a hyperlink having an innocent visible text with a deceitful link.
9. Exploitable URI (Universal Resource Identifier) Handlers (aim, ymsgr).YIM and AIM clients install custom URL handlers ymsgr and aim respectively. These URIs can help in writing useful scripts to be processed by applications such as Microsoft Internet Explorer, Netscape Navigator, Mozilla Firefox, Microsoft Outlook, or the Windows command shell. A URI can be sent by another YIM or AIM user in a message, embedded in a Web site, or sent in an HTML email message. Web browsers and command shells can be used to launch AIM or YIM to process these URIs.
The lack of bounds checking in parameters of these protocols has allowed malicious hackers to launch various buffer overflow attacks (e.g. [41] ). By changing the registry value (e.g. for YIM, <program path>\YPAGER.EXE %1) to any rogue program, attackers can guarantee to launch that program when these protocols are invoked. Also, scripts written using these URIs open a new front for automated attack.
10. DNS Spoofing to Setup Rogue IM Server. Trojans like QHosts-1 25 can be used to modify the TCP/IP settings in a victim's system to point to a different DNS server. Malicious hackers can set up an IM server and use DNS spoofing so that victims' systems connect to the rogue server instead of a legitimate one. IM clients presently have no way to verify whether they are talking to legitimate servers. Servers verify a client's identity by checking the user name and password hash. This server-side only authentication mechanism can be targeted for IM man-in-the-middle attacks where a rogue server may pose as a legitimate server (e.g. [42] ). Account-related information collection, eavesdropping, impersonation and many other attacks are possible if this attack is successful.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK
Public IM systems are widely popular, and yet the vast majority of users are largely ignorant of the dangers associated with IM. Although more enterprise users are aware of IM threats, current public and enterprise IM systems fail to provide sufficient security. In this survey, a number of risks of using IM systems are discussed. Our goal is to initiate more substantial discussions in the academic community on how to alleviate the IM threats, so that secure IM protocols and necessary security mechanisms are designed to better mitigate presently known and probable future threats.
The idea of mobile instant messaging, as introduced by Issacs et al. [43] in a modified version of Hubbub, is establishing a foothold on major messaging systems. The current version of AIM supports login from multiple devices at the same time to enhance user mobility. An IM security protocol should ideally accommodate the multiple-login as well as group chat and chat room features.
Designing a secure instant messaging system requires serious consideration of human-computer interface issues. A restrictive model (i.e. one which imposes high security at the expense of usability) may deter IM users, most of whom use IM as a casual system without being aware of the underlying threats. Restrictive systems may have adverse affects; users may move to competing products which are less secure but more convenient or it may destroy the spontaneity of IM. Nonetheless, we strongly believe that security and privacy issues in IM should get more emphasis and additional measures should be put in place before IM becomes as big a security problem as email, which remains the number one breeding ground for computer worms, despite ubiquitous security measures [36] . A widely deployed vulnerable system like IM is destined to increasingly attract malcode writers.Software Security, and is supported in part by an NSERC Discovery Grant, the Canada Research Chairs Program, MITACS and Alcatel Canada.
